All events are in 1636 International Institute/SSWB, 1080 S. University, unless otherwise noted.

MARCH

Wed, Mar 16, 12-1:30 pm
CREES Noon Lecture

The Eighth Day (Týsoróg Dnía) Exhibition
The Eighth Day System of Soviet Production: Building the Economy of Storage in the Late USSR. Serguei A. Douchkine, associate professor of anthropology and Slavic languages and literatures, Princeton University. Sponsors: CREES, ANTHRO.

Mon, Mar 21, 5:30-7 pm
Annual Crees Lecture


Mon, Mar 28, 5:30-7 pm
ISIP Lecture

American Qur’an: Sandow Birk, illustrator and graphic artist. Sponsors: ISIP. Co-presenter: Perry Stamps, Unspontaneous Speaker. SIEFREED, UMMA, SIEFREED.

Apr, Mar 30, 12-1:30 pm
WCEAL Noon Lecture

We Are Aestheticizing Beauty. The Legacy Debate over Modern Photography's New Production. Tim Schell, professor of Russian and comparative literature, Oberlin College. Sponsors: CREES, UMMA.

Mon, Mar 31-Apr 2, 7-10 pm
Sun, Apr 3, 3:30 pm
Performance


APRIL

Wed, Apr 6, 12-1:30 pm
CREES Noon Lecture


Mon, Apr 18-Tue, Apr 19
ISIP Conference

Cutting Water with a Knife: Refugees and Europe’s Mediterranean Question. Abram Room, professor of political science and director, Program on Order, Conflict, and Violence; Yale University. Sponsors: WCEAL, CES. GEOGRAPHIC ROOM - 103 MINI.

FEBRUARY

Thu, Feb 4, 4-5:30 pm
CREES Noon Lecture


MAY

Fri, May 20-28, May 27
WCEAL/CREES Conference


Boying and Selling, States and Markets
The series focuses on various aspects of economies in Russia, Eastern Europe, and Eurasia. How do historical legacies shape money, consumption, wages, and understanding market behavior and policies during state socialism actually work, and what is their legacy in contemporary economies? What are the social rules of commodities and economic transactions today?

ii.umich.edu/wcecc

For more information about programs and activities of the Center for Emerging Democracies, please see our websites:
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